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Abstract. Searchable Encryption allows to securely store and search data on remote servers. Fuzzy
searchable encryption is an extension of this technique which can find results matching approximately
the search term. Low information leakage is a very important property of searchable encryption
schemes. We show that the fuzzy searchable encryption schemes of Chuah and Hu, Wang et al., and
Hu and Han do not have the claimed security properties. We describe several attacks on these schemes.
For these attacks we use techniques as the reconstruction of information from Bloom filters, and the
algebraic analysis of encryption schemes. These attacks show the difficulty of constructing secure and
efficient fuzzy searchable encryption schemes.
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1

Introduction

Searchable Encryption allows to securely store and search data on remote servers. The
basic assumption of searchable encryption is that the user wants to save money by storing
documents on remote cloud servers. The cloud provider might be curious and monitor
its customers. Therefore, the user needs to encrypt sensitive documents to keep them
confidential. Standard encryption schemes (e.g. AES) provide confidentiality. However,
they do not allow to search encrypted documents efficiently. Searchable encryption solves
this problem (see e.g. [3, 7, 9, 11, 15, 16, 19, 24, 25, 35, 36]). It allows a client to search
documents stored on the server, while preserving their confidentiality towards the server.
When a user searches for a misspelled word with Google, he will find results which match
the intended search term. For example, about a fifth of all Google queries for ‘Britney Spears’
are misspelled and corrected by the search engine [17]. Such functionality is also desirable
when using searchable encryption schemes. This is provided by fuzzy searchable encryption
schemes [2, 4, 10, 14, 20, 21, 28, 29, 31, 37–39, 42]. Fuzzy searchable encryption schemes are
also known as similarity searchable encryption schemes.
Generally a (fuzzy) searchable encryption scheme works as follows: In a first step, a client
generates some encryption keys. With these keys the client encrypts a set of documents. The
encrypted documents are sent to the server and stored in a search index. When a search for
a certain keyword should be performed, the client generates a trapdoor for this keyword
with the help of the secret keys. This trapdoor is then sent to the server, which performes a
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search in its index for documents containing the desired keyword. The resulting documents
are returned to the client and decrypted.
It is possible to construct searchable encryption schemes which provide nearly perfect
security. They do not leak any information about the stored documents except the size
of the document collection. However, they require a search runtime and communication
bandwidth linear in the size of the document collection [32]. Since cloud servers are used
to save cost and improve the runtime, such schemes are of low practical value. To keep
runtime and bandwidth requirements low, many searchable encryption schemes accept that
a certain amount of information is leaked to the server, the so-called leakage.
To be considered secure, it must be proven that a searchable encryption scheme satisfies a
security definition. This security definition (e.g. [11]) then limits the leakage of the scheme.
Such bounds on the information leakage allow to evaluate the suitability of a certain scheme
for a given application. Hence, it is important that a scheme really satisfies the claimed
security definition. In this work we show that three fuzzy searchable encryption schemes
do not fulfil the claimed security definitions. Their leakage is much higher than stated by
their security definitions.
The searchable encryption schemes investigated in this work mainly use symmetric encryption operations. The only exception is the scheme of Wang et al. which uses asymmetric
encryption for result ranking. Other techniques which have been used for encrypted search
are fully homomorphic encryption and oblivious RAM (ORAM): Fully homomorphic encryption can be used to build very flexible searchable encryption schemes [5]. However, fully
homomorphic operations have high computational cost. Consequently, fully homomorphic
encryption based searchable encryption schemes are impractical for many use cases. ORAM
is another technique which was proposed for use in searchable encryption. Naveed [32]
showed that the use of ORAM alone does not lead to efficient and secure searchable encryption schemes. Nevertheless, ORAM inspired searchable encryption schemes have been
proposed [20, 36]. Fully homomorphic encryption or ORAM are not used in the investigated
schemes.
In this paper we show that three fuzzy searchable encryption schemes do not meet their
security definition. For this aim we give several attacks on these schemes. In detail the
contributions of this work are:
1. For the scheme of Chuah and Hu [10] we show that the index leaks a large amount
of information: We give algorithms which derive the length of an index entry, the
similarity between two index entries and the membership of a given word in the index.
Depending on background knowledge and keyword length we can even infer the
complete set of keywords contained in the index. All this information should not leak
according to the security definition. The main idea of the attacks is to reconstruct
information from Bloom filters. We also provide a practical evaluation of our attack
based on a realistic email data set.
2. For the scheme of Wang et al. [38] we give four attacks which reconstruct information
about the number and similarity of queries and keywords. They exploit the algebraic
structure of the underlying encryption scheme. These attacks have an asymptotic
advantage of 1/2 and show that the scheme does not provide the claimed non-adaptive
semantic security [11]. Our attacks show that the scheme does not even fulfil a
weakened version of the claimed security definition.
3. For the scheme of Hu and Han [21] we construct an adversary that can derive information about stored keywords by querying for a similar keyword. When r is the number
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of hash functions, the advantage of this adversary is greater than 1/2 − 1/2r. To achieve
reasonable search quality, the number of hash functions needs to be greater than one.
This shows that in any practical configuration the scheme does not achieve the claimed
IND-CKA security [16].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In the next section we describe related work on
security of searchable encryption schemes. In Section 3 we give more information about the
investigated schemes and the used data structures. The following three sections are devoted
to the three investigated fuzzy searchable encryption schemes. In each of these sections we
proceed as follows: First the fuzzy searchable encryption scheme is recapitulated. Then the
claimed security definition of the scheme is given. Finally, we give attacks for the scheme
and describe why the claimed security definition is not met. In Section 7 we summarise our
results.

2

Related Work

Several works investigated the security of non-fuzzy searchable encryption schemes. They
usually take one or both of the following roads to argue that a scheme is insecure:
• They show that a scheme’s leakage, as given by its security definition, is too high to
protect the confidentiality of certain practical datasets [8, 23, 26, 33, 34]. These attacks
usually require the adversary to have a certain background knowledge.
• They assume a more powerful adversary than assumed by the scheme’s security
definition and show that this leads to a high leakage [8, 43].
Both types of attacks are called inference attacks because the adversary infers information
about the cleartext datasets. Results on the security of non-fuzzy searchable encryption
can be applied to fuzzy searchable encryption because the leakage of fuzzy schemes is
usually higher than the leakage of non-fuzzy schemes. In contrast to the above works, in this
work we show that the investigated fuzzy searchable encryption schemes do not fulfil their
security definition, i.e. their leakage is higher than their security definitions allow. Most of
our proposed attacks do not require the adversary to have any background knowledge.
Few works considered the security of fuzzy searchable encryption schemes explicitly.
Boldyreva and Chenette [2] showed that a very strict security definition of fuzzy searchable
encryption can only be achieved by very space-inefficient schemes. Furthermore, they
showed that the scheme of Liu et al. [31] does not fulfil this security definition.
One of the schemes we investigate in this work is the scheme of Wang et al. An attack
on this scheme was also described by Lin et al. [30]. Their attack uses a ciphertext-only
setting (queries and index entries) and recovers the plaintexts belonging to these ciphertexts.
They note that the task of the adversary is related to solving a non-linear optimisation
problem (sparse non-negative matrix factorization). By solving the optimisation problem
approximately, they give estimates for the reconstructed ciphertext. However, in a realistic
setting, with a low number of chosen buckets in a query (ρ = 5%) and a sufficiently large
Bloom filter (L = 1000), their attack is less effective than randomly guessing decryptions of
keywords. Random guessing would give a precision and recall of the bits in the Bloom filter
of 5%, which is higher than the precision and recall of their attack in this setting.
Yao, Li and Xiao [41] proposed a chosen-plaintext attack on the encrypted k-nearest neighbour scheme of Wong et al. [40]. This scheme is used in the encrypted search of Wang et al.
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However, the existence of this attack on the underlying ranking scheme does not violate the
security definition of the searchable encryption scheme.
One key technique for information retrieval used in this work is the extraction of information from Bloom filters. In attacks on non-fuzzy searchable encryption schemes, this
technique has been used by Pouliot and Wright [34]. In contrast to their work, statistical
background information is not available in our scenario. Furthermore, our reconstruction
technique works on Bloom filter encodings of parts of words (bigrams) instead of whole
words.

3

Background

The basic setting of (fuzzy) searchable encryption consists of a server and a client. The user
wants to store searchable data on the server, which should be encrypted, but still should
be searchable. The advantages of offloading data sets to the server are a reduced storage
demand on the client devices. Furthermore, the data can be accessed from a variety of
client devices (notebook, smartphone, etc) whithout the need of data duplication on all
these devices. In the security model of searchable encryption it is assumed, that the user is
trustworthy. However, the server might be compromised and act againest the interest of the
users. Therefore, the aim of searchable encryption is to prevent data breaches by the server.

3.1

Investigated Fuzzy Searchable Encryption Schemes

In this section we want to give an overview of the three investigated fuzzy searchable
encryption schemes. Fuzzy means that the schemes allow to search for a word and find
documents which contain the same or a very similar word.
The schemes have in common an honest-but-curious threat model and the ability to perform
dynamic updates. An honest-but-curious adversary can monitor operations performed on
the server. In contrast to a malicious adversary it is not allowed to deviate from the given
protocol. An update operation is either the addition of a new document to the index or
the deletion of an existing document from the index. A searchable encryption scheme can
always perform updates by completely rebuilding its data structure. Therefore, a scheme
is considered dynamic if there is a more efficient way to update the index than completely
rebuilding its index.
The schemes differ in the used security definitions, the ability to perform multi-keyword
searches, and their encoding of keywords. The schemes use three different security definitions: The game-based IND-CKA security definition of Goh [16], the simulation-based
non-adaptive semantic security definition of Curtmola et al. [11] and a third less formal
definition. The last definition is not completely precise in its formulation, but sufficiently
precise to show that the proposed scheme does not fulfil this definition. The schemes of
Wang et al. and Chuah and Hu can perform a multi-keyword search, i.e. they can search for
documents most similar to a given set of search terms instead of just searching one word
at a time. The schemes also vary in the way they allow to search for similar words. The
scheme of Hu and Han uses wildcard characters in search queries to express fuzziness. The
others measure the similarity between a search query and a document by the similarity of
the corresponding bigram sets. Table 1 shows a comparison of the schemes.
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Table 1: Properties of the investigated fuzzy searchable encryption schemes
Scheme

Security definition

Chuah and Hu [10]

Custom
Non-adaptive
semantic security [11]
IND-CKA [16]

Wang et al. [38]
Hu and Han [21]

3.2

Multikeyword

Dynamic
updates

Similarity

Yes

Yes

Bigram

Yes

Yes

Bigram

No

Yes

Wildcard

Bloom Filter and Locality-Sensitive Hashing (LSH)

Bloom filters and locality-sensitive hashing are important techniques to understand the
investigated fuzzy searchable encryption schemes. They also play an important role in our
proposed attacks. Therefore, we briefly revise these two concepts in this section.
A Bloom filter is a probabilistic data structure [1]. It allows for fast membership tests. A
L
Bloom filter consists of a family H = (hi )1≤i≤r of hash functions and a bit array v ∈ {0, 1} .
The variables vi are also known as buckets and initialized with zero. The hash functions
map from a feature space F to {1, . . . , L}, i.e.
hi : F 7→ {1, . . . , L}
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r. A feature f ∈ F is stored in the vector v by setting:
(
1 if ∃1 ≤ i ≤ r : hi (f ) = j
vj =
for all 1 ≤ j ≤ L.
vj otherwise
A Bloom filter stores multiple features by adding them consecutively. To check whether
a feature f 0 ∈ F is contained in a Bloom filter v, the hash values hi (f 0 ) are calculated for
1 ≤ i ≤ r. If one of the buckets vhi (f 0 ) is not set to 1, the feature f 0 is not contained in the
Bloom filter. Otherwise, no definite statement about the membership is possible. However,
the probability of f 0 being included in the Bloom filter can be calculated and is usually very
high. The concept of Bloom filters was extended to counting Bloom filters. Counting Bloom
filters do not only store that a certain bucket was hit, but also how often it was hit, i.e. they
use a v ∈ NL .
A family of locality-sensitive hash (LSH) functions can be used to encode similarity [22].
Let dist be a similarity metric on the feature space F. Then a family of hash functions H is
called a (r1 , r2 , p1 , p2 )-sensitive LSH family if for any features x, y ∈ F and for any h ∈ H it
holds:
• if dist(x, y) ≤ r1 , then P(h(x) = h(y)) ≥ p1
• if dist(x, y) ≥ r2 , then P(h(x) = h(y)) ≤ p2 .
Assume that a (r1 , r2 , p1 , p2 )-sensitive LSH family H is given. Then an LSH family H0 of an
arbitrary sensitivity (r10 , r20 , p01 , p02 ) can be constructed by an AND- and OR-combination of
the hash functions of H.

4

Scheme of Chuah and Hu

The scheme of Chuah and Hu [10] is rather complex. Therefore, we will only discuss the
aspects of the construction which are relevant for the attacks. The basic server-side data
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structure of the scheme is a Bed-tree [44]. This data structure is used to store key-value
pairs (v, P ). Each unique keyword in the set of stored documents corresponds to exactly
one key-value pair in the Bed-tree. The Bed-tree is chosen for performance reasons. For our
security analysis it can be understood as a simple key-value store.
The payload P of a key-value pair is used to store information for measuring the similarity
of keywords. The structure of P is rather complex. As P is not relevant for our attack, we
will not describe it here. The key v of a key-value pair (v, P ) is given by the gram counting
order [44].
The gram counting order is calculated by splitting the keyword up in bigrams. To denote
the whitespace before the first and after the last character a special whitespace character (#)
is used when building the bigram sets. The bigram set of the word CASTLE, for example, is
given by:
{#C, CA, AS, ST, TL, LE, E#}.
Then these bigrams are inserted in a counting Bloom filter. The used hash functions H =
{h1 , . . . , hr } do not depend on any secret key. Applying the described counting Bloom
filter on a bigram set yields the gram counting order v ∈ NL . The vector v is then stored in
unencrypted form with the payload P on the server.
For an example of the gram counting order assume L = 4, r = 1, and let h1 be given by:


1

2
h1 (f ) =
3



4

if f = #C or LE
if f = E# or AS or CA
if f = ST or TL
otherwise.

Then the gram counting order of w = CASTLE is given by: v = (2, 3, 2, 0). For the sake of
the example, a small size L of the Bloom filter was chosen here. In a realistic application the
Bloom filter size would be higher: Chuah and Hu proposed a Bloom filter size of L = 32 and
the choice of r = 2 hash functions.
They do not claim any security guarantees when search operations are performed (see
Section 4.1). Hence, search operations are not relevant for our attacks and, consequently,
their description is omitted here.

4.1

Security Definition

According to the authors, their scheme fulfils the following security definition. It should
prevent the adversary ‘from learning additional information from any dataset and its
associated index’ in the following cases (based on [6]):
Known-ciphertext model: A ciphertext-only setting where the adversary gets only a copy
of the data stored on the server.
Known-background model: A setting where the adversary has additional statistical information (e.g. keyword frequencies) about the stored documents.
This type of security definitions is sometimes called snapshot security, as the adversary has
only access to a snapshot of the index data structure. Obviously, the attacker in the first
setting is strictly less powerful than in the second setting. Compared to the commonly used
security definitions for fuzzy searchable encryption (e.g. [28]) both security definitions are
rather weak.
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Table 2: Inference attacks on the scheme of Chuah and Hu [10]
Applicable
Information derived

Section

Knownciphertext

Knownbackground

Length of stored keywords
Similarity of stored keywords
Membership of a given word in the index
Keywords contained in the index
Keywords contained in the index

4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4
4.2.5

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Usually, the security definitions of searchable encryption schemes capture the leakage
which is caused by search operations. This is a more realistic security definition because in
the cloud setting such information is available to the adversarial server running the scheme.
The leakage of search operations consists of trapdoors sent to and corresponding result sets
received from the server.
Although the above-stated security definition does not even consider the leakage of search
operations, it is still not met by the proposed scheme. This is shown in the next section.

4.2

Attacks

In this section we describe which information the adversary can infer from a given index.
Table 2 gives an overview of our attacks.
4.2.1

Length of Keyword

In the known-ciphertext setting the server can deduce the lengths of all stored keywords.
Let w be a keyword stored on the server. The gram counting order v of w is available to the
server because it is the key in the Bed-tree data structure stored on the server. The gram
counting order v leaks the length |w| of w by:
PL
|w| =

i=1

vi

r

− 1.

This holds because each bigram is added r times to the Bloom filter. Therefore, each bigram
increases the sum of v by r. A word w of length |w| consists of |w| − 1 bigrams. When the
bigrams are generated in the scheme of Chuah and Hu, the keyword w is surrounded by #
characters. Therefore, the encoding of a word w of length |w| consists of |w| + 1 bigrams.
4.2.2

Similarity

In the known-ciphertext setting the adversary can estimate the similarity of two index
entries. Let v 1 and v 2 be the index entries for the keywords w1 and w2 . Then an estimate for
the similarity of the keywords w1 and w2 is given by:

s w1 , w2 :=

PL

i=1

vi1 − vi2
PL

maxk∈{1,2}

i=1

vik

.
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The function s takes values in the interval [0, 1]. A value of 0 denotes high, 1 low similarity.
The definition of s can be explained as follows: The numerator of s counts the similarity of
the vectors. This figure is correlated to the number of coinciding bigrams. The denominator
normalises this measure by the total number of occuring bigrams.
Furthermore, the gram counting order can be associated with the edit distance of the
corresponding words [44]. A lower bound on the edit distance edit-dist(w1 , w2 ) of the
keywords w1 and w2 is given by:
P

P
1
2
2
1
max
1 >v 2 vi − vi ,
1 <v 2 vi − vi
v
v
i
i
i
i
edit-dist(w1 , w2 ) ≥
.
rL
4.2.3

Membership Test

In the known-ciphertext setting the adversary can infer with high probability whether a
word w is contained in the index. For this, the adversary calculates the gram counting order
v of w. The adversary can do this because the calculation of the gram counting order v does
not depend on a secret key. If v is not contained as key in the Bed-tree, the adversary can
deduce that w is not contained in any of the stored documents. When v is contained in the
Bed-tree, the conclusion is not clear. Due to the probabilistic structure of the counting Bloom
filter, it could happen that two different words map to the same gram counting order v.
Therefore, it holds: If v is contained in the Bed-tree, it is very probable, but not certain, that
w is contained in one of the stored documents.
4.2.4

Content Reconstruction with Background Information

In the known-background model the adversary can deduce for which keyword w a given
Bed-tree entry v stands. As background knowledge it requires to know a set (dictionary)
that the keywords were chosen from.
To perform the attack the adversary calculates the gram counting order of all keywords
of the dictionary and compares the results to v. There might be several words w1 , . . . , wi
matching v. One of these words is the correct keyword w. The other keywords are words
having the same gram counting order as w. So the adversary can only tell that v belongs to
one keyword from the set {w1 , . . . , wi }. As this set of keywords would also be returned when
users search for w, here the quality of the search for legitimate users directly corresponds to
the information derivable by the adversary. To speed up the attack, the adversary computes
in a first step the length of the attacked keyword w (see Section 4.2.1). Then it only needs to
consider the terms from the dictionary having this length.
To perform the attack, the adversary requires a dictionary of possible keywords. For the
problem domain of text search such dictionaries are readily available if the language of the
documents is known. These dictionaries might not contain all keywords occurring in the
document collection but at least the most common ones. Consequently, background knowledge about the language of the stored documents is sufficient. We will show the practical
feasibility of the attack with this low amount of background knowledge in Section 4.3.1.
4.2.5

Content Reconstruction without Background Information

If no background information is available (known-ciphertext model), the attacker can
perform a depth-first search for the keyword. Our attack function is given by Algorithm 1.
This function computes a candidate set that contains the searched keyword.
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Algorithm 1 Calculation of keywords corresponding to a given gram counting order v
function SP
EARCH (v)
L
vi
−1
len ← i=1
r
w ← |∗ ·{z
· · ∗}
len-times

return S EARCH T REE(v, len, w, 1)
Algorithm 2 Recursive search for keywords corresponding to a given gram counting order
function S EARCH T REE(v, len, w, pos)
if pos = len + 1 then
return {w}
else
res ← ∅
w0 ← w
for all c ∈ A do
0
wpos
←c
0
v ← G RAM C OUNTING O RDER(w0 )
if vi − vi0 ≥ 0 ∀0 ≤ i < L then
res ← res ∪ S EARCH T REE(v, len, w0 , pos + 1)
return res
The algorithm requires to know the alphabet A from which the letters of the keywords
are chosen (e.g. lowercase letters). Let ∗ be a special character with ∗ ∈
/ A. The function G RAM C OUNTING O RDER(w) returns the gram counting order of a keyword w. When
a ∗ character is contained in a bigram, this bigram is skipped and not included in the
counting Bloom filter.
On a high level the proposed algorithm works as follows: To find the set of possible
keywords belonging to a given gram counting order v, the function S EARCH(v) (Algorithm 1)
is called. This function initializes the parameters of the search for keywords matching v.
With these parameters, the recursive, depth-first search function S EARCH T REE (Algorithm 2)
is called. Starting at the first letter, it recursively fixes letters of possible keywords. A new
keyword w0 derived from w is considered for further search if its gram counting order
S EARCH T REE returns a candidate set, consisting of words with gram counting order v. This
set contains the searched keyword.
In detail S EARCH(v) works as follows: The function calculates the length len of the corresponding keyword (see Section 4.2.1). Then it creates a keyword w of this length with each
∗ character standing for a yet unknown character from the alphabet A. Finally, it calls the
recursive function S EARCH T REE and returns its result.
The algorithm S EARCH T REE calculates the possible letters for position pos of a keyword w.
As additional arguments it receives the gram counting order v of the searched keyword and
its length len. When the end of the word is reached, i.e. no more letters are to be chosen,
S EARCH T REE returns the set containing the current word w. At this point it is guaranteed
that all ∗ characters of w have been replaced by letters from A. Otherwise, it tests all possible
letters for the current position pos. For each tested letter the gram counting order v 0 of the
resulting word w0 is calculated. A word w0 belongs to the candidate set if its gram counting
order v 0 is in no dimension higher than the gram counting order v of the keyword. This
is captured by the condition vi − vi0 ≥ 0 for all 0 ≤ i < L. If this condition is fulfilled, the
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function fixes the current letter and recursively considers the next position of the word. In
the end, a result set of all matching words is returned.
It is guaranteed that the result set is non-empty and contains the keyword belonging to v.
But as before the result set might contain other words having the gram counting order v.
The worst-case runtime of this algorithm is O(|A||w| ) for a word w of length |w|. Although
the runtime of the attack is exponential in the word length, it is feasible for many words
because words in many common languages tend to be short. This feasibility of the attack
will also be shown in Section 4.3.2.

4.3

Experimental Evaluation

In this section we provide an experimental evaluation for the keyword reconstruction attacks
proposed in Section 4.2.4 and Section 4.2.5. By evaluating the known-background attack, we
also implicitly evaluated the membership attack (Section 4.2.3) because both attacks use the
same idea for information reconstruction.
For the evaluation we assume that the user indexed a large set of mails with the searchable
encryption scheme of Chuah and Hu. As email data set we used the complete Enron data set
[13, 27]. We processed these 517 401 mails as follows: In a first step the header of the mails
containing information as timestamp and subject of the mail was removed. Subsequently all
lines containing binary data (e.g. mail attachments) were removed as well. The remaining
lines constitute the body of the mail. Punctuation marks, parentheses and numbers were
removed from the body. Finally, all words were changed to lowercase letters and split in
single words. In total the data set contains 424 943 different words. The high number of
words compared to English language dictionaries is caused by multiple incorrect spellings of
one word which are contained in the data set and counted as different words. Furthermore,
the list of words contains mail addresses and proper names.
4.3.1

Reconstruction with Background Knowledge

To perform the described attack, the adversary needs some knowledge about the set where
the keywords were chosen from. Here, we assume that the attacker only knows that the
keywords are English language words. The adversary then can use a freely available list
of English language words, in our case the words alpha list [12]. This list contains 370 099
words. If two (or more) of the words in the list have the same gram counting order, the
adversary simply assumes the first word to be the correct cleartext for this gram counting
order.
Our implementation takes about a minute on a standard desktop machine to perform the
attack against the whole Enron word set. Depending on the parameters of the scheme, our
attack can correctly identify up to 65 626 different words. Since the attacker’s dictionary
and the Enron word set have 65 638 words in common, this means that all except 12 words
from the Enron data set contained in the attacker’s dictionary could be recovered. Higher
recovery rates could be achieved by using a better dictionary containing more of the words
from the target data set. The 12 words which could not be recovered have non-unique
bigram sets and therefore an incorrect keyword was chosen by the adversary. Detailed
results can be found in Figure 1. We also evaluated the false-positive rate of our attack
(Figure 2). For reasonable parameter choices the false-positive rate is very low. Chuah
and Hu, for example, proposed the choice of L = 32 and r = 2 for which our attack has a
false-positive rate of about 0.02%. The number of false-positives never falls below 0.018%.
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Figure 1: Percentage of words that our known-background attack on the scheme of Chuah
and Hu recovers correctly with regard to Bloom filter size (L) and used number of hash
functions (r)
This is caused by 78 words from the Enron word set which have the same bigram set as
some words from the attackers list, although the words are not equal.
4.3.2

Reconstruction without Background Knowledge

We also implemented the keyword reconstruction technique which does not require background knowledge. In addition to the lowercase letters the keywords in the Enron word set
contain some special characters like ‘@’ and ‘&’. This alphabet A of all appearing characters
was known by the adversary. We tested our attack with the preferred encoding parameters
of Chuah and Hu (L = 32 and r = 2). With one day of computation time on an Intel
i7-7700K@4.20GHz CPU we were able to determine 38.3% of the words from the Enron
word set correctly. For these words the candidate set had size 1, so the words were directly
determined. For an additional 10.8% of the word set the algorithm computed candidate sets
with an average size of 3.2 words.

4.4

Mitigation and Discussion

As these attacks show, the scheme leaks lengths, similarity and membership of keywords in
the index. Depending on word length and background knowledge, it is even possible to
reconstruct many keywords stored in the index. All this information should not be leaked
according to the security definition.
Some of the leakage could be prevented by changing the searchable encryption schemes as
follows: The leakage of word lengths could be prevented by padding all words to a certain
maximal keyword length. The reconstruction of words could be prevented by using keyed
hash functions with a secret key instead of the un-keyed hash functions in the Bloom filter
construction. However, this would not prevent all leakage. Especially the leakage of the
similarity between stored keywords is hard to prevent.
It is important to note that all described attacks only use the leakage induced by the index
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Figure 2: False-positive rate of our known-background attack on the scheme of Chuah and
Hu for different Bloom filter sizes L and different numbers of hash functions r
data structure. When search trapdoors are available to an adversary, this causes additional
leakage to the adversary. Its impact is not discussed here because the security definition of
the scheme does not claim it to be secure when the search leakage is considered.

5

Scheme of Wang et al.

Wang et al. [38] gave two versions of their scheme. The enhanced version is described here.
Let A be the alphabet where the letters of the keywords were chosen from. Given some key
length L it requires a family
n
o
|A|×|A|
H := hi : {0, 1}
→ {1, . . . , L} 1 ≤ i ≤ r
of LSH functions and a keyed pseudo-random function
fki : {1, . . . , L} → {1, . . . , L}.
The key of the scheme is given by a tuple (M1 , M2 , S, k) where M1 , M2 ∈ RL×L are invertible
L
matrices, S = (sj )1≤j≤L ∈ {0, 1} is a binary vector, and k = (ki )1≤i≤r is a set of keys for
the keyed pseudo-random function f . Although this is not explicitly stated by Wang et al.,
we assume that the components of the key (M1 , M2 , S, and k) are chosen randomly from the
uniform distribution on their respective sets. Any other choice of these parameters would
further increase the leakage of the scheme.
The index of the scheme is built document-wise. For each document D ∈ D a Bloom filter
I = (ij )1≤j≤L of length L is created. Each keyword w of D is then interpreted as vector w
~ in
the space {0, 1}|A|×|A| by the following embedding:
(
1 if the i-th bigram of A × A is contained in w
w
~i =
0 otherwise.
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Then the functions fki ◦ hi (w)
~ for 1 ≤ i ≤ r are calculated. The corresponding buckets in
the Bloom filter I are set to one. This is done for all keywords w ∈ D. Floating-point arrays
U = (uj )1≤j≤L and V = (vj )1≤j≤L are defined based on I:
uj = vj = ij , if sj = 1
ij
ij
uj =
+ t and vj =
− t,
2
2

if sj = 0

for some random t ∈ R. These vectors are encrypted with M1 and M2 :
UEnc := M1T U

and VEnc := M2T V.

Finally, the tuple (id(D), UEnc , VEnc ) is stored on the server. Here, id(D) is the identifier of
the document D. This is done for all documents D of the document collection D.
The generation of search queries works similar. The keywords are inserted in a Bloom
filter Q of length L as explained above. Then arrays X = (xj )1≤j≤L and Y = (yj )1≤j≤L are
generated from Q = (qj )1≤j≤L via:
xj = yj = qj if sj = 0
qj
qj
xj =
+ t and yj =
− t if sj = 1
2
2

(1)

for some random t ∈ R. The only difference to the generation of index entries is that the
cases are switched, i.e. xj = yj = qj is chosen for sj = 0 instead of sj = 1. The query is
encrypted by:
XEnc := M1−1 X and YEnc := M2−1 Y,
and the resulting trapdoor (XEnc , YEnc ) is then sent to the server. The server now calculates
for all stored documents D ∈ D a score with regard to this trapdoor. The score s(D, w) of a
document D with regard to a query w is calculated by:
T

T

s(D, w) = (UEnc ) XEnc + (VEnc ) YEnc
T
T
= M1T U M1−1 Q1 + M2T V M2−1 Q2 = U T Q1 + V T Q2 = I T Q.
The above calculation shows that the score calculated from encrypted trapdoors and index
entries matches the score of the plaintext query and index entry. Finally, a list of document
identifiers with their corresponding scores is returned to the client.
Wang et al. gave two versions of their scheme. We described the enhanced, supposedly
more secure, version. The only difference to the basic version is that the basic version does
not use the pseudo-random function f . In the basic scheme keywords are inserted in Bloom
filters during index and query generation only using the LSH functions. In Section 5.2
we will describe the attacks only for the enhanced version of the scheme. With slight
modifications they also apply to the basic version.

5.1

Security Definition

The basic construction should provide non-adaptive semantic security as defined by Curtmola et al. [11]. The enhanced version of the scheme should be able to withstand an even
more powerful adversary, which they call an adversary in the known-background model. In
addition to the capabilities available to the adversary in the previous setting, this adversary
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has access to statistical information about the stored documents, like keyword frequencies.
The known-background model lacks a formal definition. Furthermore, the adversary in
the known-background model is strictly more powerful than in the non-adaptive semantic
security setting. This means all attacks possible in the latter setting are also possible in the
former setting. In Section 5.2 we assume that the attacker only has the capabilities of the
non-adaptive semantic security setting.
Let us recall (nearly verbatim) the simulation-based definition of non-adaptive semantic
security [11].
Definition 1 (Non-adaptive semantic security for searchable encryption).
Let SSE = (G ENERATE K EYS, E NCRYPT D OCS, T RAPDOOR, S EARCH, D ECRYPT D OC) be a
searchable encryption scheme, L ∈ N be the security parameter, A be an adversary, S
be a simulator and consider the following probabilistic experiments:
function R EAL SSE,A (L)

K ← G ENERATE K
EYS 1L

(H, stA ) ← A 1L
parse H as (D, W)
(I, c) ← E NCRYPT D OCSK (D)
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ q do
ti ← T RAPDOORK (Wi )
let t = (t1 , . . . , tq )
return V = (I, c, t) and stA

function S IM SSE,A,S (L)

(H, stA ) ← A 1L
V ← S(T (H))
return V and stA

We say that SSE is semantically secure if for all polynomial-size adversaries A, there exists a
polynomial-size simulator S such that for all polynomial-size distinguishers D the advantage
of the adversary A
AdvA = |P(D(R EAL SSE,A (L)) = 1) − P(D(S IM SSE,A,S (L)) = 1)|
is negligible in L. The probabilities are taken over the coins of G ENERATE K EYS and
E NCRYPT D OCS.
In this definition D is the set of stored documents and W the set of performed searches.
The generated index is denoted by I and the collection of encrypted documents by c. The
internal state of the adversary is given by stA . The history H describes the state of the
searchable encryption scheme, i.e. it consists of the stored documents and the performed
search queries. The view V contains the information that is visible to the adversary. The
trace T describes what should be the maximal amount of information that the adversary is
able to infer.
In an informal way Definition 1 says that the server can never know more about the stored
data than defined by the trace T . In the security definition of Wang et al. the trace T is:
T (H) = {T (Wi ) | 1 ≤ i ≤ q},

where T (Wi ) = {(id(D), s(D, Wi )) | D ∈ D}.

Here, s(D, Wi ) is the calculated similarity score between the query Wi and the document D.

5.2

Attacks

The attacks described here work for the most secure version of the scheme (enhanced
version) assuming only the least powerful attacker capabilities (non-adaptive semantic
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Table 3: Inference attacks on the scheme of Wang et al. [38]
Applicable for trace definition
Information exploited

Section

Original T (H)

Extended T 0 (H)

Number of trapdoors
Number of documents
Similarity of trapdoors
Similarity of documents

5.2.1
5.2.2
5.2.3
5.2.4

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
Yes
Yes

security). To show that the scheme does not satisfy its security definition we will define an
adversary A and a distinguisher D such that every simulator S will lead to a non-negligible
advantage AdvA . We will furthermore introduce a new extended trace definition and show
that even this trace definition will not capture all the leakage of the scheme. Our attacks are
summarised in Table 3.
5.2.1

Number of Trapdoors

The adversary outputs a history H = (D, W). The set of documents D is empty, i.e. D = ∅.
For the set of queries the adversary samples a bit b from the uniform distribution on {0, 1}.
Depending on b it chooses the set of queries as follows:
(
W=

∅
if b = 0
(w) otherwise,

where w is some fixed keyword. The distinguisher D generates an output based on the
view V = (I, c, t). It outputs:
(
0 if |t| = 0
D(V) =
1 otherwise.
All histories generated by the adversary contain an empty set of documents D. This means
that for all these histories the trace is empty, i.e. T (H) = ∅. Based on this trace, the simulator
needs to generate a view V = (I, c, t). In particular, it needs to decide how many trapdoors
it generates. The simulator knows that the number of trapdoors is 0 in one half of the cases,
and 1 in the other half of the cases. Since the trace T (H) is an empty set, it does not contain
any information about the number of trapdoors. Therefore, the output of D(S IM SSE,A,S )
is independent of the initial choice of b by the adversary. When the protocol is executed,
the number of trapdoors is visible to the distinguisher as part of the view. Consequently,
D(R EAL SSE,A ) always returns the correct bit b. This means the adversarial advantage AdvA
is at least 1/2. This advantage is not negligible in L and therefore the scheme does not meet
its security definition.
5.2.2

Number of Documents

In the previous attack we exploited the fact that the trace does not contain the number of
queries if no documents are stored on the server. Likewise, the trace does not contain the
number of stored documents if no queries are performed. Therefore, we could define an
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adversary which samples a bit b according to the uniform distribution and chooses
(
∅
if b = 0
D=
(D) otherwise,
where D is some fixed document. It then outputs H = (D, W) where W = ∅. The distinguisher D is defined as follows:
(
0 if |c| = 0
D(V) =
1 otherwise
for a given view V = (I, c, t). With an analogous argumentation as before it follows that for
any simulator holds:
1
AdvA ≥ .
2
5.2.3

Similarity of Trapdoors

As a consequence of the above attacks one might want to fix the trace definition. The above
attacks could be prevented if the simulator is given access to the number of trapdoors and
documents. Therefore, we consider the following new definition of the trace T 0 (H):
T 0 (H) = (T (H), |t|, |c|).
In this definition, T (H) is the original trace definition. By leaking more information, schemes
having this new trace would be less secure than schemes with the original trace definition.
In this section we give another attack on the scheme of Wang et al. This attack is feasible for
the original and the new trace definition. This means that the leakage of the scheme is even
higher than the leakage contained in T 0 (H).
The basic idea of the attack is to investigate the dimension of the space spanned by several
keywords. The more similar the keywords are, the smaller is the dimension of this space.
In the following we will formalize this intuition for the case r = 1. The idea of the attack
works as well for r > 1. However, the calculation of the adversarial advantage in this setting
becomes more complex. Therefore, we do not present it here.
For the attack in the case r = 1 the adversary chooses an empty set of documents D = ∅.
Depending on the value of a variable b sampled from the uniform distribution on {0, 1} it
chooses the set of queries:


, . . . , w ) if b = 0
(w
| 1 {z }1
W=
L−times

(w , . . . , w ) otherwise.
1
L
The keywords w1 , . . . , wL are chosen such that:
h1 (wi ) = i
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ L. Such a choice of the wi is possible because the LSH function h1 is not
supposed to be a cryptographic hash function. For the LSH function proposed by Wang
et al. a suitable wi can be found in the (small) space of bigrams A × A.
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1
1
L
L
For the L queries generated by the adversary the trapdoors ((XEnc
, YEnc
), . . . , (XEnc
, YEnc
))
are generated. The distinguisher calculates the dimension of the vector space spanned by
i
the XEnc
:
1
L
d := dim(XEnc
, . . . , XEnc
).
(2)

Depending on d it outputs:
(
D(V) =

0
1

if d ≤ b 32 Lc
otherwise.

In the following, we will calculate the adversarial advantage resulting from this definition.
If b = 0, then L queries for the same keyword w1 are calculated. The application of the LSH
function h1 and the keyed hash function fk1 sets exactly one bucket in the Bloom filter to 1.
All the L repetitions of the keyword w1 result in this same Bloom filter Q1 = · · · = QL . For
the X i = (xij ) generated from this Bloom filter holds:
x1j = · · · = xL
j

if sj = 0 for all 1 ≤ j ≤ L.

Let ones(S) be the number of ones in S. So it follows: dim(hX 1 , . . . , X L i) ≤ ones(S). If sj = 1,
a random t ∈ R is added to xj/2. Since the t are sampled independently, it follows that the
probability of X k+1 ∈ hX 1 , . . . , X k i for some k < ones(S) is zero. Therefore, it holds with
probability one:
dim(X 1 , . . . , X L ) = ones(S).
Since M1 is invertible, it is rank-preserving and it holds with probability one:
1
L
d = dim(XEnc
, . . . , XEnc
) = dim(M1−1 X 1 , . . . , M1−1 X L ) = ones(S).
L

S is chosen uniformly from {0, 1} . Consequently ones(S) is distributed according to a
binominal distribution:
d = ones(S) ∼ Binom(L, 1/2).
By the normal approximation of the binominal distribution, it follows:


 
2
P d≤
L b = 0 → 1 for L → ∞.
3
If b = 1, then the wi are chosen such that h1 (wi ) are pairwise different. Applying the
pseudo-random function fk1 these keywords result in Bloom filters Q1 , . . . , QL . Since r = 1,
these Bloom filters have exactly one bucket set to 1. Due to the pseudo-randomness of f , we
get for the dimension d0 = (Q1 , . . . , QL ) the following probability distribution:
 L
L
k!
P(d0 = k) = k L k .
L

Here, Lk denotes the Stirling number of the second kind [18]. The number d00 of different
vectors which have xj = 1, where sj = 0 is described by the hypergeometric distribution:
P(d00 = k) =

L
X

P(d0 = i) · HyperGeo(L, i, L − ones(S), k).

i=k

In the dimensions, where sj = 1, the X i span, as before, a ones(S)-dimensional space.
Therefore, it follows:
1
L
d = dim(XEnc
, . . . , XEnc
) = dim(X 1 , . . . , X L ) = ones(S) + d00 .
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Hence:

 

2
P d≤
L b=1 =
3
2
bX
3 Lc k min(L,k)
X X

k=0 j=0 i=k−j


L!i! Li
→0
2L LL (i − k + j)!(k − j)!(L − k)!(k − i)!

for L → ∞. By the definition of the trace, the simulator does not receive any information
about the similarity between the trapdoors. Therefore, it can do nothing better than guessing,
whether the adversary has chosen b = 0 or b = 1. It follows:
AdvA →

1
2

for L → ∞.

The advantage of the adversary is not only asymptotically perfect. A computation shows
that for a key length as low as L = 8 the adversary already has an advantage of 0.36. For a
key length of L = 32 the advantage AdvA is greater than 0.48.
5.2.4

Similarity of Documents

The similarity of trapdoors is not captured by the trace definitions (neither the original nor
the new one). We exploited this fact for the last attack. Likewise, the similarity of documents
is not captured by the trace definition. This can be exploited for an attack as well. In this
attack the adversary does not choose any queries. The documents are chosen in the same
way as the queries in the previous attack. The attack then works completely analogously to
the last attack.

5.3

Discussion

Since Wang et al. provide a detailed security proof for their scheme, one might ask where this
proof goes wrong. Within their scheme they use the k-nearest neighbour encryption scheme
of Wong et al. [40] for result ranking. Unfortunately, they assume that this encryption
provides indistinguishability. The used k-nearest neighbour method is mainly a classic
polygraphic substitution cipher, also known as Hill cipher, combined with some random
padding. This explains the lack of indistinguishability.

6

Scheme of Hu and Han

The scheme of Hu and Han [21] is a modification of the scheme of Suga, Nishide and Sakurai
[37]. As Suga, Nishide and Sakurai used another security definition than Hu and Han,
the attack of this chapter does not apply to their scheme. Similarity in the scheme of Hu
and Han is expressed by wildcard characters which can stand for an arbitrary number
of characters. The index generation as well as the trapdoor generation of the scheme use
an encoding which maps a keyword to a set of strings. As the search terms can contain
wildcards, they define this mapping for words which may contain wildcards. Wildcards
cannot occur during the index generation.
Let w1 , . . . , w|w| denote the characters of w. Let a be the position of the first wildcard
character, or |w| + 1 if no such character exists. Let b be the position of the last wildcard
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character, or 0 if no such character exists. Let Gn (w) be the set of all n-grams of a string w. Let
G(w) := {Gn (w) | 1 ≤ n ≤ |w|}. Furthermore, let W (w) be the set of strings generated when
splitting the string w at the positions of the wildcard characters, or w, when no wildcard
characters are present in w. Now define sets A, B and C as follows:
A = {ikwi | 1 ≤ i < a}
B = {(i − |w| − 1)kwi | b < i ≤ |w|}
[
C=
{0kx | x ∈ G(s)}.
s∈W (w)

Here, k denotes string concatenation. Each feature w of a stored document is encoded in the
following set of subfeatures:
T 0 = A ∪ B ∪ C.
From T 0 we get the final embedding by adding lmax − |T | additional random strings.
For each different feature exactly one Bloom filter is created. In this Bloom filter all the
elements of T are encoded with r hash functions each. The index then consists of pairs of
Bloom filters and an encrypted list of the documents containing this keyword. A trapdoor
for a feature w is generated by applying the mapping as defined above and generating the
corresponding Bloom filter.
We would like to explain this embedding with an example. The sets A, B and C for the
keyword CAT are:
A = {1kC, 2kA, 3kT}
B = {−3kC, −2kA, −1kT}
C = {0kC, 0kA, 0kT, 0kCA, 0kAT, 0kCAT}.
So we get:
T 0 = {1kC, 2kA, 3kT, −3kC, −2kA, −1kT, 0kC, 0kA, 0kT, 0kCA, 0kAT, 0kCAT}.
After adding the required number of random dummy entries, this set is encoded in a Bloom
filter. We provide another example for the query generation. Assume that the user wants to
search for C∗T. Then the corresponding sets are:
A = {1kC}
B = {−1kT}
C = {0kC, 0kT}.
This gives us the complete query:
T 0 = {1kC, −1kT, 0kC, 0kT}.
The search result of a query consists of the documents which have the highest number of
Bloom filter entries in common with this query.

6.1

Security Definition

The authors claim that their scheme satisfies IND-CKA security for indexes as given by Goh
[16]. However, this is not true. We will show here that the given scheme does not satisfy
IND-CKA security. For this purpose, let us first recall almost verbatim the security definition
of IND-CKA for indexes [16]. It uses a game between a challenger C and an adversary A.
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Definition 2 (IND-CKA security for indexes).
Setup: The challenger C creates a set S of q words and gives this to the adversary A. The
adversary A chooses some subsets from S. This collection of subsets is called S ∗ and
is returned to C. Upon receiving S ∗ , the challenger C runs Keygen to generate the
master key K, and for each subset in S ∗ , the challenger C encodes its contents into an
index using BuildIndex. Finally, C sends all indexes with their associated subsets to
the adversary A.
Queries: The adversary A can query C on a word x and receives the trapdoor Tx for x. With
Tx , the A can invoke SearchIndex on an index I to determine if x ∈ I.
Challenge: After making some Trapdoor queries, A decides on a challenge by picking a
non-empty subset V0 ∈ S ∗ , and generating another non-empty subset V1 from S such
that |V0 \ V1 | =
6 0, |V1 \ V0 | =
6 0, and the sum of the characters of the words V0 is equal
to that in V1 . Lastly, A must not have queried C for the trapdoor of any word in the
symmetric difference V0 4 V1 . Next, A gives V0 and V1 to C who chooses b ∈ {0, 1},
invokes BuildIndex(Vb ,K) to obtain the index IVb for Vb , and returns IVb to A. The
challenge for A is to determine b. After the challenge is issued, A is not allowed to
query C for the trapdoors of any word V0 4 V1 .
Response: The adversary A eventually outputs a bit b0 , representing its guess for b.
The advantage of A in winning this game is defined as:
AdvA = |P(b = b0 ) − 1/2|,
where the probability is taken over A and C’s coin tosses. We say that an adversary A
(t, , q)-breaks an index if AdvA is at least  after A takes at most t time and makes q trapdoor
queries to the challenger. We say that I is a (t, , q)-IND-CKA secure index if no adversary
can (t, , q)-break it for any initial choice of S.
Hu and Han claim that their scheme is (u, , v/r)-secure given that some pseudo-random
function f is (u, , v)-secure. The authors do not state explicitly where they use this pseudorandom function f in their scheme. However, the only functions which could be reasonably
modelled as pseudo-random functions are those hash functions, which are used for embedding strings in Bloom filters.

6.2

Attack

The attack described here does not depend on the properties of the hash functions used in
the scheme. Our argument would even work when the used pseudo-random functions are
perfect (i.e. modelled as random oracles). We will show that there exists an adversary with
an advantage of:
1
1
AdvA = − .
2 2r
To achieve this advantage the adversary A only needs to perform a single trapdoor query.
Furthermore, the adversary has a very moderate runtime.
Let S = {A, AB, CD, EF}. Let the adversary A choose S ∗ := S. The challenger C generates
the ciphertexts for all subsets of S ∗ and gives them to the adversary A. The adversary
A queries the challenger C for the Trapdoor TA for the word A. This is the only trapdoor
query the adversary A performs. The adversary A chooses the sets V0 = {AB, EF } and
V1 = {CD, EF }. This choice is permissible as the following statements hold:
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• V0 and V1 are non-empty
• |V0 | = |V1 |
• |V0 \ V1 | =
6 0 and |V1 \ V0 | =
6 0
• The adversary A did not query the challenger C for any word from the symmetric
difference V0 4 V1 = {AB, CD}.
Now the adversary A receives the encrypted index IVb of Vb and outputs a guess b0 for b. As
V0 and V1 both contain exactly two features, it follows that IVb contains exactly two Bloom
filters. Let IVi b for i ∈ {1, 2} denote these Bloom filters. The adversary A knows TA . If many
of the hashes from TA are contained in IVb the adversary A can deduce that b was probably 0,
otherwise b was probably 1. More concrete the adversary A outputs:
(
0 if exists i ∈ {1, 2} such that TA ∩ IVi b ≥ 2r
b0 =
1 otherwise.
The advantage of the adversary employing this strategy can be calculated as follows: It
holds |TA | = lmax > 3r as the set consists of r hashes belonging to each of the strings
{1kA, −1kA, 0kA}, and additionally random padding values. The index IV00 or IV10 contains
the hashes belonging to {1kA, 0kA}. Therefore, it holds |TA ∩ IV0 | ≥ 2r.
Furthermore, IVi 1 = lmax > 7r for i ∈ {1, 2}. As the hashed strings in IVi 1 for i ∈ {1, 2} do
not coincide with the strings hashed in TA , the probability of each of these strings to be in
the set of hashes of TA is 1t where t is the length of the Bloom filter. So it holds for i ∈ {1, 2}:
X·r lmax · r 1 n  t − 1 lmax ·r−n
 lmax
P TA ∩ IVi 1 ≥ 2r =
.
t
t
n
n=2r
By Markov’s inequality applied on the binominal distribution it follows for i ∈ {1, 2}:
P( TA ∩ IVi 1 ≥ 2r) ≤

r · lmax
.
2rt

It follows:

 r · lmax
P TA ∩ IVi 1 ≥ 2r for some i ∈ {1, 2} <
.
rt
If |TA ∩ IVb | < 2r it can be deduced with certainty that b = 1. So it holds for the advantage
of the adversary A as defined above:
AdvA = P(b = b0 ) −

1
1 r · lmax
> −
.
2
2
2rt

(3)

If the searchable encryption scheme does not generate too much false-positive search results,
the number of entries in the Bloom filter is much smaller than its size. Therefore, it follows
that r · lmax < t. Plugging this in (3) yields:
AdvA >

1
1
− .
2 2r

It follows that the proposed scheme is insecure in the IND-CKA security model for any
number of hash functions r which is larger than 1.
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The edge case r = 1 is not relevant for practical applications because the low number
of calculated hash values will lead to many false-positives. According to Hu and Han
the use of r = 1 would lead to the (unacceptably high) false-positive rate of at least 50%.
Furthermore, using different estimations we could still get, depending on the values of t
and lmax , a non-negligible advantage of the adversary A in the case r = 1.

7

Conclusion

For the practical application of fuzzy searchable encryption, a well-defined information
leakage to the server is very important. We showed that the information leakage of three
schemes is higher than it was claimed to be. Two of the schemes, those of Chuah and Hu
[10] and Hu and Han [21], exhibited such a high leakage that they are of no practical use.
The high leakage of these schemes is caused by Bloom filters which are used to protect
confidentiality. The information leakage of the scheme of Wang et al. [38] is also higher than
claimed. However, this information leakage still might be small enough for certain practical
use cases.
Two of the examined schemes [21, 38] used security definitions invented and normally
used for non-fuzzy searchable encryption. Fuzzy searchable encryption schemes inherently
need to process more information about keywords than non-fuzzy searchable encryption
schemes. Therefore, it would be surprising if a fuzzy scheme leaked the same amount of
information as a non-fuzzy scheme.
In addition to the attacked fuzzy searchable encryption schemes, several more schemes
have been proposed. These schemes have different security definitions and performance
properties. It is still an open question which security definition for fuzzy searchable encryption is best suited for which practical use case. Therefore, at the moment it has to be
evaluated on a case by case basis whether a scheme with suitable security properties and
performance exists for a certain use case.
Furthermore, more research on security definitions is required. It is still an open question
which asymptotic performance can be reached for a given security definition, and vice versa.
In our opinion, it is promising to look for security definitions explicitly chosen for fuzzy
searchable encryption. Based on Curtmola et al. [11], some custom security definitions for
fuzzy search have been proposed [20, 28]. In those security definitions the search result
quality directly correlates with the leakage of the schemes. It would be useful to find security
definitions for fuzzy searchable encryption not showing this correlation.
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